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Arq. Kurt Mayrl

“Our approach to nature-friendly 
design takes advantage of what 
is available and explores what is 
practically achievable”.

“Sustainable development is the 
masterful balance to meet our 
own needs without compromising 
the ability of future generations to 
do the same”.

Arq. Diego Madero

* The view from the entire place is beyond serene and
beautiful. I would definitely recommend Mun Tulum to 
everyone. Thank you for an amazing place.

* An amazing jungle place away from it all with degree
view of the jungle. Very well designed and a wonderful Zen 
community. Our top experience in Tulum.

* This is a beautifully place with breathtaking views of the
jungle and Mayan ruins from wherever you are in it.

* This is a true place in the sky. You will be surrounded
by jungle on all sides and completely immersed in the 
tranquility of nature and peace of the beauty that 
surrounds you. Sunsets and sunrises will take your breath 
away. 

* This places is speechless, clean and comfortable, the view
is terrific, you feel in the middle of the jungle all the time 
with an amazing sound in the background, Amazing for 
those who also are looking for a relaxing and unique time.

* You are able to see the Mayan ruins in the distance plus
the beautiful scenery it provides. Security is also in the 
gates. Overall totally worth the place.

* The place is absolutely amazing. So relaxing, right by the
Tulum ruins, but secluded in a private area. So beautiful. meet the creators...

RESPONSIBLE PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT SUCCESS!

* Town Houses
will be located,

beside MunTulum
Zen Residences

airbnb reviews from,
Mun Tulum ZEN RESIDENCES



Take every chance
you get in life,

because some things
only happen once.



We are a security private community



Zen living with privilege views to Mayan ruins



Full kitchen

Living roomHall and interior gardens

//Meet the Town Houses 



Bedroom Dinning room

Studio Rooftop



Floor Plans

Ground level Second floorFirst floor Panoramic terrace



Clubhouse

“Look deep into nature,
and then... you will understand,

everything better”.



Sunrises from the clubhouse



Pool area

Fitness areaEntertainment hall

Climb wall

//Clubhouse and common areas.



Master Plan



36 town houses of 170 m   , 3 bedrooms, 
4 1/2 bathrooms, Alcobable study, 
Fully Equipped kitchen, Rooftop pool 
& interior gardens.
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* Presale starts from $255,000 usd.
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